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About This Game

Get ready for modern battles! Defend your islands against evil invaders in jungles!

Your team will consist of modern snipers, gunners, rockets, ice towers and other great things.
A deep conflict has been brewing between you and the evil invaders. Fight to protect your freedom and liberty.

Fight on tropical islands, in mountains, and in deserts.
Command your modern iron troops and find the best defense strategy to become number one in this awesome TD game with

epic battles in jungles.

★★★ Island Defense ★★★

Awesome tower defense with great units and characters

★ Epic island-defense battles
★ Lots of soldiers, tanks, and guns.

★ 3 islands with unique levels that allow you to fully defend and have the full battle experience
★ 6 unique guns

★ Unique and fired-up enemies
★ 12 island-defense levels in tropics and jungles

★ Enemies from infantry to aviation
★ Upgrade your units in the labaratory
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Tower defense has never been so extreme and beautiful.
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Title: Island Defense
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Stereo7 Games
Publisher:
Stereo7 Games
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 512MB of video RAM.

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This is the only game that touched my heart. I love this game. Best VN for me and best company. (Thanks for the 10% off
coupon). It's a great game, it really is. I love the idea (Even though it's a bit kiddish and I feel like the game has too heavy
educational undertones). Unfortunately, I wish the game had a bit more content before it was shoved out onto the market.

For $3, you get about 15 minutes of gameplay, which, as you can tell, isn't very impressive. However, the fact that the game is
being backed by a state university and one of the most advanced centers of space technology and discovery in the world, I have
some hope.

I'm just hoping it gets updated soon, because I really do want my money's worth.. The devolopers still need to do some work,
there is a lot of things that disappear or go flying all around the map. xD
This is a good mini game to play for halloween.. Really fun game. It's a shame it doesn't have online co-op though. Very short
experience (15 minutes) but very nice story and a lot of details. There is a possibility for another chapter.
Virtual room are very small and because of that, not very realistic but I know they choose this to make the game available for
people with "standing only" mode.

Very good for a free demo. Try it!
. Na to \u017ee stoj\u00ed pom\u011brn\u011b m\u00e1lo, tak m\u011b to tak na 10-15 minut v\u017edy zabav\u00fd... You
just connected the falling colored "atoms". White notes appear and if you use them in the connection then it gives you the note.
If the falling atoms hit the ground you lose a note. It's actually pretty difficult because the atoms fall kinda fast and sometimes
split into 4 once you match them. Overall it's an okay game. I might play it a few more times to beat some levels but I think for
the most part I wouldn't recommend it.. BE READY2 BARF. I have been very happy with this plane. It has the high quality look
and feel of the new series of Carenddo planes (Anything iwth the 530 GPS in it) It's a lot of fun to fly and also a great starter
plane if you are thinking about buying a plane and not sure what to get.

Big yes on this one!
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Great game. I am fairly biased as I wrote it.. Holding left-alt labels items on the ground you're close to.
And now, how to save hours of your life(yes, literally hours) from inventory management hell:

 Leather scraps are knife + leather (or just buy it)

 Rope is yarn + yarn (definitely just buy it)

 Backpack is leather scraps + rope

 Make at least twenty backpacks

 Give each character a backpack for each standard style of item

 For example I have one for the char's equipment, one for healing, one for nades, etc...

 Any special type of item(like keys) gets put in one backpack on one character

 The backpacks are put on the 5th row of the character's hotbar, in the same order on each character

 For example I have hotbar-1 as char equipment pack, hb-2 potions\/food, hb-3 thrown damage, hb-4 scrolls

 If a character is carrying a special item type then that pack gets put after the standard types(example hb-9)

 Sadly you can only have one pack open at a time, so...

 To move an item you have to briefly put it into the characters main inventory, then where you want it end up

 One character(preferably not the crafting one) is the buy\/sell guy

 The buy\/sell char's main inventory (stuff outside packs) is always and only stuff you're ready to sell
The key is: backpacks can be put on your hotbar and never have to be manually accessed except for crafting.

There are some annoyances with this approach, foremost in my opinion being no autosort for the backpacks
themselves, with a close second being you can only have one pack open at a time which can be a pain for your main
crafting char.
My solution was using the only unique looking backpack I've found(it's at the very start of the game) to hold all my
misc crafting stuff. Then at the least I can always find that particular backpack easily.

But those are the basics! Obviously tweak it how you will, but I've played both with and without a solid inventory
system.
Trust me. You need a system. It's like a playing a different game.

Which, aside from that, is a great game.
Don't be afraid to branch out your chars a little to give them more utility. Even a single novice skill in another pool
can take your character from 'ok' to 'ridiculously powerful'(looking at you, rogues).

I love crafting\/blacksmithing in games(but not wasting stupid amounts of time) and these are the things I wish
someone had told me before I started.

. Damn nice game, be sure to change the install path from the disciples.ini to get the game working perfectly. For
more info check the link below.
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http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/281450\/discussions\/0\/613937943176590167\/. Super fun rogue-like
metroidvania. Would highly recommend it.. Fun little game. If you like Ichi or other motion puzzlers, you will enjoy this
one as well.. i complted the game in one day best cop game ever get it NOWWW!
. I love it! A real improvement compared to A4. The story and art is polished. The map is bigger with various points of
interest.
I also like how Jeff listens to each beta-tester and implements player feedback in his future installments. (replaced the
new clunky engine with the perfect olden one, brought back the puzzles and polished the game)
What really stands out for me, is the good storytelling. (fan of Geneforge, Avadon and Nethergate)
I'm enjoying every minute in this game. Well worth the price.. One of the most difficult RTS games I have ever played.
Still can't complete it. Goes in depth, good detail. Just really difficult.
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